
 

Carrick Knowe Primary School 

Primary 6 Newsletter 

Term 1: August - October  
 

After a well-earned break over the summer holidays, it is fantastic to be back and P6 are already 

settling in to work! This newsletter aims to give you a brief guide of what your child will be learning in 

each of the curricular areas this term. 

Please ensure that you keep an eye on our class blogs on the website and Learning Journal messages 

throughout the term for any updates of what is happening. 
 

Literacy and Language: 

- Developing the use of VCOP within our writing  

- Personal Writing (including Diary Writing)  

- Writing Explanations (e.g. why things float/sink)  

- Identifying and using Figurative Language   

- Discussion and analysis of texts/genres  

- Developing fluency, expression and confidence 

when speaking and presenting to others  

- Using inference to predict meaning  

- Weekly Spelling Patterns  

- Spanish and French (Intro to 

Spain/France) 

Numeracy and Maths: 

- Simple Maths Games  

- Place Value  

- Times Tables  

- Number Bonds  

- Written Methods (+ - x ÷)  

- Language of Maths  

- Shape and Nets  

- Time  

Health and Wellbeing: 

- School Values (Kindness) 

- Building Resilience 

- Growth Mindset  

- P.E. (ball skills and fitness) 

- Respecting our Rights through the class charter 

Technologies: 

- Continue to explore the features of Office 365 

incl. sending emails and sharing files. 

- Use apps on the iPads to support learning. 

- Use the internet to carry out simple research. 

- Use iPads to make an iMovie about water cycle 

- Building filters to create clean water 

Expressive Arts: 

Art  

- Respond to artwork using technical vocabulary 

and use this as a stimulus for our own work  

Dance 

- Create wave-inspired rhythmic dance 

Drama  

- Create improvised drama to various given 

scenarios 

Music  

- Rain makers (linked to Learning Context)  

Sciences: Go with the Flow! 

- The water cycle 

- Floating and sinking (buoyancy) 

- Properties of different materials 

- How to make water safe to drink 

- The process of dissolving 

RME: 

- Looking at different world religions and 

exploring their beliefs – focus on Islam  

 

 

As always, thank you for your continued support. 

 

Mr Wallace and Mr Innes 

   (P6A)            (P6B) 

  



Other Key Information: 

 

PE: Both P6 classes will have P.E. on Monday and Thursday 

  

As restrictions have been lifted, children will now get changed in school and 

should therefore come to school in uniform each day. Please send your child 

with an appropriate P.E. kit to be kept in school 

 

Outdoor Learning: P6A will have Outdoor Learning on a Tuesday and  

P6B will have Outdoor Learning on a Wednesday 

 

Please send your child to school with some wellies on this day and a suitable 

jacket for being outdoors 


